analyzed in multiple scenarios. Their main limitation comes from the fact that, by design, they work only if there is a contemporaneous end-to-end path between endpoints. These protocols are able to find a route only if the destination router can complete the route discovery protocol (for on-demand routing protocols) or successfully disseminate link state advertisements (for table-driven routing). Node mobility or sporadic channel availability increases route instability, causing an increase in routing overhead and a reduction in end-to-end connectivity. Under these circumstances, routing protocols cannot keep up with the topology changes, and the overall network performance is reduced.
delivery in case of intermittent connectivity. After a brief overview of the Delay Tolerant Networking architecture, we describe the main classes of routing protocols for networking with intermittent connectivity and several representative solutions. Deterministic routing uses accurate estimates of time intervals when node links, called contacts, are available to schedule transmissions. Stochastic routing techniques are either zero-knowledge, where nothing is known about node contacts and state, or use delivery estimation to approximate a metric for end-to-end message delivery that contributes to more intelligent forwarding decisions. Active stochastic routing techniques rely on controlling the trajectory for some mobile nodes to pickup, carry and deliver messages to improve communication capability in sparse networks. For a comprehensive survey of the state-of-the-art in routing for DTN readers should consult [23] .
A key reason why end-to-end communication is difficult in networks with dynamic topology is that network-layer IP packet delivery works only for as long as the end-to-end path is available. An IP packet will be dropped when it arrives at an intermediary node where, currently, no link to the next hop exists.
This protocol design element restricts end-to-end delivery for a range of scenarios where packets can be buffered while in transit to the destination. Figure 1 illustrates such a scenario.
A route from source node 1 to destination 4 passes through nodes 2 and 3. Since there is no time instant when all three links are functioning, the standard IP forwarding approach would cause the packet to be dropped after reception at node 2. With a different approach, the packet could be buffered at node 2 until the 2 → 3 link becomes available. Similarly, the packet would wait at node 3 before it could be forwarded to the destination 4. Thus, even though no instantaneous source-destination path is ever available for the time considered, a simple store-and-forward protocol could deliver packets successfully. If the node is meanwhile moving, this approach is called store-and-carry.
Scenarios where network partition is frequent and sporadic connectivity is the norm are very common for a wide range of challenged networks, operating in difficult or "exotic" environments. 
Delay and Disruption Tolerant Network Architecture
The Delay Tolerant Networking Research Group [2] has been created as part of the Internet Research Task Force (IRTF) to address the architectural and protocol design principles needed for interconnecting networks operating in environments where continuous end-to-end connectivity is sporadic. Members of the DTNRG were instrumental in defining the initial DTN architecture. Kevin Fall was among the first to describe in [6] the main challenges facing current IP-based networks. He proposed a DTN communication architecture based on a message-oriented overlay implemented above the transport layer. Messages are aggregated in "bundles" that form the protocol data units in a virtual message-switching architecture.
Devices that implement this bundle layer, called DTN nodes, employ persistent storage to buffer bundles whenever a proper contact is not available for forwarding. The bundle layer is responsible for implementing reliable delivery and optional end-to-end acknowledgment. In addition, the bundle layer also implements security services and a flexible naming scheme with late binding. For more details on the DTN architecture, the reader should consult [6] and the Internet Draft by Vint Cerf et al. [5] .
Since the bundle layer is implemented above several transport layers, it supports interconnecting heterogeneous networks using DTN gateways, similar to how Internet gateways route packets between networks with different data links.
Fall points out in [6] that routes in a DTN consist of a sequence of time-dependent communication opportunities, called contacts, during which messages are transferred from source towards the destination. Contacts are described by capacity, direction, the two endpoints, and temporal properties such as begin/end time, and latency. Routing in this network with time-varying edges involves finding the optimal contact path in both space and time, meaning that the forwarding decision must schedule transmissions considering temporal link availability in addition to the sequence of hops to the destination. This problem is exacerbated when contact duration and availability are nondeterministic.
Contact types are classified in [5] and [6] . Persistent contacts are those always available. On-Demand contacts require some action in order to instantiate. A scheduled contact is an agreement to establish a contact at a particular time, for a particular duration. Opportunistic contacts present themselves unexpectedly. On-Demand contacts require some action in order to instantiate, but then function as persistent contacts until terminated. A scheduled contact is an agreement to establish a contact at a particular time, for a particular duration. Predicted contacts are based on a history of previously observed contacts or some other information.
As DTN routing must operate on a time-varying multigraph, message forwarding requires scheduling in addition to next-hop selection. To optimize the network performance, such as delivery rate or latency, DTN routing must select the right contact defined by a next-hop and a transmission time. If a contact is not known when a message is received from the upper layer, the bundle layer will buffer it until a proper contact occurs or until the message is dropped.
In conditions of a DTN with sporadic contact opportunities, the main objective of routing is to maximize the probability of delivery at the destination while minimizing the end-to-end delay. The forwarding decision is more effective when it has better information on the current state of the topology and on its future evolution. At one end of the spectrum is deterministic DTN routing, where the current topology is known and future changes can be predicted. With deterministic routing, message forwarding can be scheduled such that network performance is optimal and resource utilization is reduced by using unicast forwarding. At the other end of the spectrum, nodes know very little or nothing about the future evolution of the topology, and node movement is random or unknown. In this case, stochastic DTN routing forwards messages randomly hop-by-hop with the expectation of eventual delivery, but with no guarantees. In between, there are routing mechanisms that may predict contacts using prior network state information, or that adjust the trajectory of mobile nodes to serve as message ferries. Stochastic routing techniques rely more on replicating messages and controlled flooding for improving delivery rate, trading off resource utilization against improved routing performance in absence of accurate current and future network state.
The next section describes the principles of operation of representative deterministic and stochastic DTN routing mechanisms.
Deterministic Routing Techniques
Deterministic routing techniques for networks with intermittent connectivity assume that local or global information on how the network topology evolves in time are available to a certain degree. In general, deterministic techniques are based on formulating models for time-dependent graphs and finding a space-time shortest path in DTNs by converting the routing problem to classic graph theory or by using optimization techniques for end-to-end delivery metrics. Deterministic routing protocols use single-copy unicast for messages in transit and provide good performance with less resource usage than stochastic routing techniques. Deterministic routing mechanisms are appropriate only for scenarios where networks exhibit predictable topologies. This is true in applications where node trajectory is coordinated or can be predicted with accuracy, as in interplanetary networking. A major problem facing deterministic routing protocols remains the distribution of network state and mobility information under sporadic connectivity, long delays, and sparse resources. The routing objective is to minimize the end-to-end delay. Reducing the message transit times in the network also reduces contention for limited resources, such as buffer space and transmission time.
Four knowledge oracles are defined: contacts summary oracle (for aggregate or summary contact statistics), contact oracle (for the time-varying contact multigraph), queuing oracle (for instantaneous queue state) and the traffic demand oracle (for present and future messages injected in the network). The authors adapt the Dijkstra shortest path algorithm to support time-varying edge weights defined by the oracles available and propose six algorithms for finding the optimal contact path.
The first two algorithms from [9] assume time-invariant edge weights. The First Contact (FC) algorithm is a zero-knowledge approach that chooses a random edge to forward a message among the currently available contacts. If no contact is available, the message will be forwarded on the first edge that comes up. The Minimum Expected Delay (MED) algorithm applies the Dijkstra algorithm where the edge weight is time-invariant and is determined by the sum of the average waiting time (from the Contacts Summary oracle), propagation delay and transmission delay. MED ignores congestions and does not recompute routes for messages in transit.
The next four proposed partial-knowledge algorithms work with a time-varying edge cost, defined as the sum of the waiting, transmission, and propagation delays. The waiting delay includes the time waiting for a contact and the queuing delay. The cost for an edge e at time t is defined for a message of size m and for a root node s: w' e,t,m,s =t'  e,t,m,s−t+d e,t  , where d is the propagation delay, and t' is the earliest time the message for which the route is computed completes transmission. t' is the earliest time the accumulated contact volume ∫ x=t t'' c e,t dt exceeds the total queued data. t' includes queuing delay and the time waiting for the corresponding contact :
The edge capacity function c(e,t) and the propagation delay d are predicted by the Contact Oracle. The parameter Q(e,t,s) is the queue size for edge e predicted by node s at time t. The Earliest Delivery (ED) algorithm uses only the Contact Oracle and ignores queue occupancy: Q(e,t,s) ≡ 0. ED is prone to message loss due to buffer constraints, as the route for a message is not recalculated while the message is in transit.
The Earliest Delivery with Local Queuing algorithm (EDLQ) defines Q(e,t,s) to be equal to the local queue size at node s, and 0 for all other edges. EDLQ routes around congestion for the first hop and ignores queue occupancy at subsequent hops. Therefore, this algorithm must recompute the route at every hop.
Cycles are avoided by using path vectors. Still, EDLQ is prone to message loss due to lack of available buffer space at reception. The Earliest Delivery with All Queues (EDAQ) algorithm uses the Contacts and the Queuing oracles. Q(e,t,s) predicts the correct queue space for all edges at all times. In EDAQ, routes are not recomputed for messages in transit since the initial route predicts accurately all delays.
EDAQ works only if capacity is reserved for each message along all contact edges. In practice, EDAQ is very difficult to implement in most DTNs with low connectivity, as it requires global and accurate distribution of queuing state. Limited connectivity also severely limits practical implementations of edge capacity reservations.
Simulations results indicate, as expected, that algorithms that use the knowledge oracles (ED, EDLQ, EDAQ) outperform the simpler MED and FC algorithms in terms of latency and delivery ratio. The more constrained the network resources are, the better the performance is for the algorithms that are more informed (i.e. use more oracles). A promising result is that routing with EDLQ (using only local queuing information) performs close to the EDAQ algorithm. This means that similar network performance can be achieved without expensive queue state dissemination and capacity reservations. Figure 3 illustrates the construction of the space-time graph for a simple two-node network where link A→B is available at times 1τ and 3τ for the duration of one time unit. A temporal link in the space-time graph connects graph vertices from the same column at successive time intervals. When it is traversed it indicates that the message is buffered. A spatial link connects two vertices from different columns, representing message forwarding. Forwarding delay is modeled by the number of layers traversed by a spatial link. In Figure 3 , the message delay is equal to the time unit.
Least cost routing in this DTN becomes equivalent to finding the least cost (shortest) path from the source space-time node (column:layer) associated with the message arrival time to a vertex from the column corresponding to the destination DTN node. The end-to-end latency for a message becomes equal to the length of the path traversed in the space-time graph. The routing problem is solved using the FloydWarshall all-pairs shortest paths algorithm, modified to account for the particular characteristics of the space-time graph. Multiple message sizes are supported by a path coloring scheme.
One issue with this approach is that time discretization increases the algorithm complexity by a factor of T, the size of the time horizon. This space-time routing approach is similar to the Earliest Delivery partialknowledge algorithm from Jain et al. [9] in the way it handles queuing delays with route computation at each hop. Cycles are avoided by verifying the path vector from the message header when computing the next hop.
Gnawali et al. propose in [7] ASCoT, a dynamic routing mechanism for space networks and the Positional Link State routing protocol (PLS) to implement position-based routing that enables the prediction of trajectories of satellites and other space assets. Link state updates with predicted contacts and their link performance are disseminated in advance in the network through reliable flooding. Nodes execute a modified Dijkstra algorithm to recompute routing tables when link state updates are received. To support proximity routing for space assets in close formation, the authors propose a data-centric approach similar to directed diffusion [8] .
Note that in deterministic routing techniques using shortest path algorithms routing tables and forwarding schedules are recomputed whenever the contact graph state has changed, and selection of the next contact is done for a message at each hop along the path, as opposed to source routing. Thus, loops become possible since nodes may use outdated topology information. Cycles are avoided with path vectors. Deterministic DTN routing protocols are effective for a limited range of applications, where the contact schedule can be accurately modeled and predicted. Otherwise it is necessary to frequently disseminate nodes' state throughout the network. In networks with constrained capacity or limited connectivity this becomes very expensive and difficult to implement without an out-of-band broadcast channel. When contacts cannot be accurately predicted, routing must consider stochastic mechanisms that can only hint to predilection for future contacts based on historic information of past experience.
Passive Stochastic Routing Techniques
Stochastic routing techniques can be passive or active, depending on whether node mission is changed in order to support message relay. Passive routing techniques do not interfere with node mission and do not change the node trajectory to adapt to traffic demands. Passive routing techniques rely in general on flooding multiple copies of the same message with the objective of eventual delivery. In contrast, active routing techniques coordinate the mission (trajectory) of some nodes to improve capacity with their storeand-carry capability.
In general, passive routing techniques trade off delivery performance against resource utilization. By sending multiple copies of the same message on multiple contact paths, the delivery probability increases and the delay drops at the cost of additional buffer occupancy during message ferrying and higher link capacity usage during contacts. This approach is appropriate when nothing or very little is known about mobility patterns.
We present first two passive stochastic routing protocols, Epidemic Routing and Spray and Wait, that do not need any information on the network state. For other routing protocols, nodes can memorize contact history and use it to make more informed forwarding decisions. The section then continues with several passive routing protocols that operate with contact estimation.
Vahdat and Becker propose in [19] the Epidemic Routing protocol for message delivery in a mostly disconnected network with mobile nodes. Epidemic routing implements flooding in a DTN and got its name from a technique for message forwarding that emulates how a disease spreads through direct contact in a population during an epidemic. Even when just one individual of an entire population is initially infected, if the disease is highly contagious and contacts are frequent, over time it will spread exponentially and reach the entire population with a high probability. In epidemic routing, the disease that spreads is a message that must reach one or more destinations.
Each node maintains a summary vector with IDs of messages it has already received. When two nodes initiate a contact they first exchange their summary vectors in the anti-entropy session. Comparing message IDs, each node decides what messages it has not already received that needs to pull from the other node. The second phase of a contact consists of nodes exchanging messages. Messages have a Time-To-Live (TTL) field that limits the number of hops (contacts) they can pass through. Messages with TTL=1 are forwarded only to the destination. The main issue with epidemic routing is that messages are flooded in the whole network to reach just one destination. This creates contention for buffer space and transmission time. An approach to mitigate buffer space contention is for nodes to reserve a fraction of their storage for locally originated messages. Even so, older messages in buffers will be dropped when new messages are received, reducing the delivery probability for destination nodes that have a low contact rate. An attempt to reduce resource waste is proposed that uses delivery confirmation (ACK) messages that are flooded starting from the destination and piggybacked with regular messages.
Whenever a node receives an ACK it purges the acknowledged message from its buffer, if it is still present.
Epidemic routing uses node movement to spread messages during contacts. With large buffers, long contacts or a low network load, epidemic routing is very effective and provides minimum delay and high success rate, as messages reach the destination on multiple paths. End-to-end delay depends heavily on nodes' contact rate (infection rate), which is in turn affected by the communication range and node speed.
Tuning message TTL and buffer allocation allows an epidemic routing implementation to trade off message latency and delivery ratio. In scenarios with a high message load, the increased contention from forwarding mostly redundant messages reduces the protocol performance. Epidemic routing is relatively simple to implement and is used in the DTN research literature as a benchmark for performance evaluation.
An approach to reduce the wasteful flooding of redundant messages in a DTN is presented by Spyropoulos et al. in [18] . A multi-copy, zero-knowledge routing protocol called Spray-and-Wait is introduced. Similarly to epidemic routing, this protocol forwards message copies to nodes met randomly during contacts in a mobile network. The main difference to epidemic routing is that Spray and Wait limits the total number of disseminated copies of the same message to a constant number, L. In the spray phase, for every message originated by a source, L copies are forwarded by the source and other nodes receiving the message to a total of L distinct relays. In the wait phase all L nodes storing a copy of the message perform direct transmission. Direct Transmission [17] is a single-copy routing technique in DTN where the message is forwarded by the current node only directly to the destination node. Direct transmission has been used for wildlife tracking applications and has minimal overhead, but suffers from unbounded delay as there is no guarantee the source will ever have contact with the destination node.
Spray and Wait initially spreads L copies of a message in epidemic fashion in order to increase the probability that at least one relay node would have a direct contact with the destination node. With a simple Source Spray and Wait heuristic, the source node forwards all L copies to the first L nodes encountered.
The optimal forwarding policy when nodes move randomly with identical and independent probability distribution (i.i.d.) is called Binary Spray and Wait. With this approach, the source node begins with L copies for each message. When a source or relay node A with n > 1 copies has contact with another node B that has no copies, A will hand over to B ⌊n/2⌋ copies and will hold on to ⌈n /2 ⌉ copies. When n = 1 a node will revert to direct transmission, meaning it will wait for a direct contact with the destination node.
A message will be physically stored and transmitted just once even when a transfer may virtually involve multiple copies. Each message has a header field indicating the number of copies.
The paths followed by copies of a message can be represented by a binary tree rooted in the source node.
Edges in the tree are formed by the transfer contacts. The more that nodes have multiple copies to distribute, the less the expected end-to-end delay will be. With the number of tree nodes fixed to 2 1log L −1 , a balanced binary tree has the maximum number of internal nodes and also the maximum number of nodes at every level. Therefore the binary heuristic has the least expected delivery latency in networks with random i.i.d. random mobility. An interesting property of this routing protocol is that as the network node count M increases, the minimum fraction L/M necessary to achieve the same performance relative to the optimal path decreases. This property makes the Spray and Wait approach very scalable. At higher loads it performs much better than epidemic routing, since the limit L of maximum transmissions reduces contention on queue space and transmission time.
Some passive DTN routing protocols use delivery estimation to determine a metric for contacts relative to successful delivery, such as delivery probability or delay. Some of these protocols can forgo flooding and deliver single-copy messages by being selective with contact scheduling. The advantage is that considerably less memory, bandwidth, energy are wasted on end-to-end message delivery. The drawbacks are that nodes must keep track of other nodes' movements and contacts, and that networkwide dissemination of this information imposes additional overhead in a network that is already constrained.
A representative routing protocol for DTNs that uses delivery estimation is PROPHET, a Probabilistic ROuting Protocol using History of Encounters and Transitivity, proposed by Lindgren et al. in [13] .
PROPHET works on the realistic premise that node mobility is not truly random. The authors assume that nodes in a DTN tend to visit some locations more often than others and that node pairs that have had repeated contacts in the past are more likely to have contacts in the future. A probabilistic metric called delivery predictability, P (A, B) , estimates the probability that node A will be able to deliver a message to node B. The delivery predictability vectors are maintained at each node A for every possible destination
B.
At the beginning of a contact, the two nodes (A and B) exchange the summary vectors (like in epidemic routing) and also the delivery predictability vectors. Node A then updates its own delivery predictability vector using the new information from B, after which it selects and transfers messages from B for which it has a higher delivery probability than B. The delivery probability is updated during a contact so that node pairs that meet more often have a higher value:
P init is a initialization constant between 0 and 1. For nodes that have not met for a longer time, their delivery probability should be reduced. The delivery probability is therefore aged with exponential decay: P  A,B=P  A,B old γ k where γ ∈0,1 is the aging constant and k is the length of the time interval since the previous aging. In addition, the delivery predictability has a transitive property that encodes the assumption that if nodes A and B have frequent contacts and nodes B and C have frequent contacts, then node A has a good choice to forward messages intended for node C. After exchanging delivery predictability vectors at the beginning of a contact, nodes A and B update their values for each other node C, using β ∈[0,1] , a scaling constant that controls the impact of transitivity on delivery probability:
When node A begins a contact with node B, it decides to forward a message to B with destination C if
P(B, C) > P(A,C)
. Node A will also keep a copy in its buffer. The buffer has a FIFO policy for dropping old messages when new messages are received.
Transitive reinforcement of delivery probabilities based on prior contacts make this protocol perform better in simulations than epidemic routing, since it reduces the contention for buffer space and transmission time. Related techniques for delivery probability estimation based on prior contact history are used in MV routing [3] and Zebranet [11] .
A novel approach for delivery estimation is the use of a virtual Euclidean mobility pattern space, called MobySpace, proposed by Leguay et al [12] . The idea is that messages in a DTN should be forwarded to another node if this next hop has a mobility pattern similar to the destination node. This concept was adapted from the Content Addressable Network peer-to-peer overlay architecture [16] .
Citing studies of user mobility in various scenarios where users tend to follow similar trajectories, the authors suggest a model where the node movement follows a power law. This means that the probability that a node is at a location i from a set of N locations is P i=K 1/d  n i , where n i is the preference index for location i, d > 1 is the exponent of the power law, and K is a normalization constant. When d is high, nodes tend to visit far more often in far fewer locations. When d→1 nodes have similar preference for all locations. The mobility pattern space has a dimension for each possible location, and the coordinate value a node's point in this space (MobyPoint) in dimension i is equal to the probability P(i). This model assumes that dwell time at each location is uniformly distributed in a narrow interval.
Two points in MobySpace that have a small distance between them are more likely to have a contact than two nodes situated further apart. With this insight, the forwarding algorithm simply decides to forward a message during a contact to a node that has a shorter distance to the message destination. Thus, the 
Active Stochastic Routing Techniques
Active routing techniques rely on controlling the trajectory of some nodes to improve delivery performance with store-and-carry. Mobile nodes pick up messages and ferry them for a distance before another contact brings them closer to the destination. Active routing techniques provide improved flexibility and lower delays with the additional cost of increased protocol and system complexity. Active DTN routing techniques are frequently implemented as optimization problems. In most cases the objective is to maximize network capacity, reduce message latency, and reduce message loss while facing resource constraints. Applications where mobile nodes are controlled to ferry messages can be used in multiple domains. In disaster recovery, mobile nodes (helicopters, UAVs, or personnel) equipped with communication devices capable of storing a large number of messages can be commanded to follow a trajectory that interconnects disconnected user partitions . Similarly in wireless sensor networks, mobile nodes can traverse the sensing area and pickup/deliver measurements, queries and event messages. We review in the remainder of this chapter two DTN routing mechanisms that employ active node trajectory control.
Burns et al. introduce in [3] the Meet and Visit (MV) routing scheme, where node trajectory is adjusted according to traffic demands by autonomous agents. MV aims to improve four performance metrics with a multi-objective control approach. On each controlled mobile node, separate controllers for total bandwidth, unique bandwidth, delivery latency and peer latency, respectively, are combined through multi-objective control techniques such as nullspace or subsumption. Each controller adjusts the node trajectory such that its own objective is maximized.
• The Total Bandwidth Controller (φ T ) selects the DTN that has the greatest number of unseen messages amortized by the trip time. This prevents making long trips without a matching load of new messages.
• The Unique Bandwidth Controller (φ U ) selects a node that has the largest number of new
messages not yet forwarded to any other nodes.
• The Delivery Latency Controller (φ D ) picks the node with the highest average delivery time.
• The Peer Latency Controller (φ P ) selects the node least recently visited by an agent s.t. the traveling time to visit this node does not increase overall the peer latency metric.
The four controllers can be composed to optimize agent mission across performance metrics. To do that, controllers are first ordered according to their importance. With the nullspace approach, an agent's subordinate controller actions can be optimized without affecting the performance of the dominant controller's actions. To increase the optimal solution space of the dominant controller, a minimum performance threshold method is used. The actions controlled by the subordinate controller are acceptable as long as the dominant controller's performance is above this threshold. A different controller composition approach uses a subsumption approach. A controller with a higher priority computes the action space for achieving a specified performance level for its metric. Within this space, the immediate lower priority controller finds its own optimal without changing the performance of any higher priority controllers.
MV implements an epidemic dissemination protocol for the network state necessary for the four controllers. Node information is tagged with a timestamp and flooded during contacts. Simulation results have shown that this approach is sufficient for low bandwidth and latency estimation error, but not enough to estimate correctly "last visit" times and location information. MV routing could be further improved with additional off-line or out-of-band network states. Another limitation of this approach is the key assumption that contact bandwidth is unlimited.
Zhao et al. describe in [21] a proactive Message Ferrying routing method (MF) with 2-hop forwarding and a single ferry. A message ferry is a special mobile node tasked with improving transmission capacity in a mobile DTN. The authors present two methods for message ferrying in sparse DTNs. In the NodeInitiated Message Ferrying (NIMF) scheme the ferry follows a specific trajectory. Nodes that need to send messages adjust their trajectory periodically to meet the ferry for message up/download. The objective of the NIMF node trajectory control mechanism is to minimize message loss due to TTL expiration and buffer limits, while reducing the negative impact of trajectory changes on node mission goals. The first objective can be expressed knowing message generation/drop rates and by estimating contact times. The second objective can be modeled as the Work Time Percentage (WTP). The WTP represents the fraction of time a node performs its main task. It is assumed that during a detour to meet a ferry, a node does not contribute to its main task. The NIMF controller allows node trajectory changes only when the WTP is above a minimum threshold. In the Ferry-Initiated Message Ferrying (FIMF) scheme, the ferry responds to requests for contacts broadcast by nodes on a long-range radio channel. The authors show that the ferry trajectory control problem is NP-hard and propose a greedy nearest neighbor heuristic and a trafficaware heuristic that optimizes locally both location and message drop rates. The same authors extend in [22] their ferry-based DTN routing method for coordinating multiple message ferries such that traffic demands are met and delay is minimized. Approximations are provided for single route and multi route trajectory control. Ferry replacement algorithms for fault-tolerant delivery are further explored in [20] .
Conclusions
This chapter presented an overview of some of the challenges facing routing in networks with intermittent connectivity, and described several routing solutions that used deterministic contact estimation, passive stochastic and active stochastic techniques. DTNs are a new area of wireless ad-hoc networking that shows great potential in many important applications. Routing and end-to-end message delivery in DTNs is possibly the most difficult problem in an environment where network resources are very limited and connectivity is scarce. The connectivity limitation affects the ability of distributing network-wide node and link information that could be used to optimize network operations. When contacts cannot be deterministically predicted, routing algorithms must rely on probabilistic methods that estimate future contacts with limited accuracy and on multi-copy forwarding that further strains the
